
1ep = epistemic reading, cm = command reading, pr = prediction reading 

Explaining specialisation and cross-meaning competition: the case of ‘command’ and ‘epistemic’ WILL 

and MUST  

For a long time, variation in modal and other verbal constructions was investigated looking at 

distributional and collocational differences without looking at the semantics of the variants (Denis and 

Tagliamonte 2017; Hilpert 2007, 2016; Höche 2010). Recently, however, the polysemies of variants 

have also been taken into account to arrive at a better understanding of what determines choice 

between two constructions respective to a specific meaning (Hilpert and Flach 2021; Leclercq and 

Depraetere 2021). My investigation will continue in this vein by looking at the collocational patterns in 

the ‘command’ and ‘epistemic’ meanings with will and must. It will look specifically at specialisation 

and investigate potential cross-meaning competition. Specialisation means that one variant occurs 

significantly more frequently with a specific context (collocational/distributional) than another (Denis 

and Tagliamonte 2017: 412; Hopper & Traugott 2003: 116ff.). Usually, specialisation is explained 

historically through statistical pre-emption i.e. over time one variant becomes more associated with a 

certain context (Goldberg 2019: 75ff.). In my investigation, I want to explore alternative explanations, 

what I call “pragmatic pre-emption” and “polysemous pre-emption”.  Pragmatic pre-emption means 

that the scarcity of co-occurrence of one variant is because its pragmatic nuances are undesirable for 

collocation. Polysemous pre-emption means that another meaning of the variant is so strongly 

associated with the context that it pre-empts the use of the variant in a different meaning. Cross-

meaning competition means that not only different forms of the same meaning can compete for a 

specific context but also different forms of different meanings. It is assumed that the different forms 

offer different conceptualisations but maintain similar functions (Croft 2007). 

The investigation was carried out on a 11 mil. word corpus comprising of speech-based genres 

taken from the 1875-1920 period from CLMET. To control for contextual factors as completely as 

possible, a very local context was specified: you as subject, positive declaratives only and verb directly 

following the modal. This context is the most likely for the “command” meaning and also offers some 

opportunity for epistemic readings. Each instance was semantically coded for “command” or 

“epistemic”, instances of will were additionally coded for “prediction”. Collocating verbs and their 

frequencies were extracted and analysed. Specialisation was assumed if the frequency difference with 

a collexeme between the two forms was significant (using z-score). Explanations for specialisation and 

cross-meaning competition were arrived at through qualitative analysis of the respective instances. It 

should be noted that while will and must can both serve the functions “command” and “epistemic”, 

they also exhibit some pragmatic differences: command will expresses stronger commands, whereas 

command must expresses milder commands at times verging on mere advices or requests. Due to 

these underlying differences, the assumption is that the pragmatically milder must will occur more 

often with most of the collocating verbs than the pragmatically stronger will.  

The results show that must (76% command, 75% epistemic) is more frequent with both 

meanings than will. Overall, there were 7 statistically significant instances of specialisation: be, have, 

and know for epistemic must, remember for epistemic will and forgive, excuse and remember for 

command must. While all of these could be interpreted as instances of statistical pre-emption, many 

also warrant more functional explanations: the lack of co-occurrence of epistemic will with be could 

be explained through polysemous pre-emption. With epistemic meaning, be is often used to make 

presumptions of emotional states or attributes of the addressee (see (1)a). Using will instead of must 

in these instances seems to immediately trigger a predictive reading (see (2)a), as predictive will with 

be occurs with these contexts much more often in the corpus (epistemic will 3, prediction will 60). The 

lack of co-occurrence of epistemic will with know seems to be pragmatically pre-empted: “you will 

know …” implies an epistemic judgement based on confidence, whereas “you must know …” expresses 

a slightly weaker epistemic judgement based on assumption, which makes the will-variant sound 

rather condescending (see (1)b + (2)b). Specialisation for epistemic will with remember can be 

explained by polysemous pre-emption of must. The sequence “you must remember …” is very strongly 
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associated with the command reading, where it is often used to express something like “don’t forget” 

(epistemic 3, command 27) (see (1)c + (2)c). Specialisation of command must for remember, forgive 

and excuse can be explained through pragmatic pre-emption: combining the pragmatically stronger 

command will with these verbs makes the utterance sound excessively forceful, almost like a threat, 

whereas command must here sounds more like a polite or affectionate request.  

 

I also identified three instances of cross-meaning competition, all between command must and 

prediction will: forgive, excuse and let. As can be seen in (3) and (4), while in each instance both variants 

fulfil the same function, prediction will seems to profile the speaker’s confidence and command must 

the speaker’s request. It further seems that both conceptualisations are equally desirable and likely 

since proportion of will and must for all these collocates approaches 50%.  
 

(3)a. You mustcm forgive me, sir. (CLMET3_1_3_259)    
         
     b. You mustcm excuse me, sir. (CLMET3_1_3_259)  
           
     c. You mustcm let me act! (CLMET3_1_3_244)  

 

(4)a. You willpr forgive me sooner or later.    
         (CLMET3_1_3_270)  

    b. Perhaps you willpr excuse my curiosity.  
        (CLMET3_1_3_244) 
    c. Perhaps some day you willpr let me  
         (CLMET3_1_3_276)  

 

The investigation raises many interesting points: It shows that even if two forms serve similar 

functions, their pragmatics can crucially impact their overall frequency. It was also shown that this 

effect is not uniform across collocates but that pragmatic pre-emption can be more prominent with 

some collocates than with others. The investigation also gives tentative evidence that the different 

meanings associated with a form are not completely independent: the potential for polysemous pre-

emption shows that a strong association of form with a specific meaning and collocate can pre-empt 

the occurrence of the same form and collocate with a different meaning.  
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1(1)a. You mustep be famishing. (CLMET3_1_3_244) 
     b. You mustep know I love you. (CLMET3_1_3_303) 
     c. You willep remember that. (CLMET3_1_3_259) 
     d. You mustcm remember not to bother him. 
     (CLMET3_1_3_306)  
     e. You mustcm forgive me, sir. (CLMET3_1_3_259) 
     f. You mustcm excuse me, sir. (CLMET3_1_3_259)  

(2)a.?You willep be famishing.  
     b. ?You willep know that I love you.  
     c. ?You mustep remember that.  
     d. ?You willcm remember not to bother him.  
      
     e. ?You willcm forgive me.  
     f. ?You willcm excuse me. 


